
The on on was not the grotty
Fairmile pub but the delightful
(and free)Clutching Hand
manor where we had drinks and
nibbles in the garden. It was not
cold and had the pool been
uncovered who knows what
may have happened although
Tequill over was absent
overseas so there was no brave (
or is that bloody stupid) soul to
show the way.
A happy new year to you all.

On On
Love and kisses
From a Right Honerable
Upstanding  Member

PS

Chunderos is older than Spingo

Banned from Box Hill, 1989 - Returned to Box Hill, 1998 Run  1967Founded April 14,1975

1967 WAS A GOOD YEAR
FOR CHUNEROS AND

SPINGO AND THEY WERE
NOT EVEN THERE
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were made to look quite plain
with the sight of Half Pint's red
high heels trudging through the
mud to Clutching's manor.
Inappropriate footwear ? It was
a bit like wearing plimsolls to a
2012 music festival.
Our hare for the proceedings
was Clutching  Hand possibly
with J Arthur judging from
their joint appearance at the
end and it was curious that CH
decided to supplement the
usual McDougals finest with
some odd yellow painted
arrows which looked more
likely to attract the attention of
SEEboard engineers than
hashers.
We set off south from the well
used car park at a fair lick
which was kept up by many to

make a fast hash. Those old
enough to remember the film
"groundhog day" thought this
was a re run of Punami's  effort
of November which was equally
wet and even the hare of that
day became convinced that this
run was breaching his own
copyright. At one point Punami
became so sure that this was his
run that he charged off at a
check quite confident of his
flour finding and oh dear...
Off we went past Reeds School
along rather a lot of blacktop
although CH does have form in
this regard as Barnes runners
running from the same location
in September will recall
although suddenly we were
back in the mud and finding a
hard check. A cry came out

from a non regular "on one" he
called, to which the eponymous
front runner retorted that "we
don't bother to count blobs in
Surrey"
We had a number of virgins and
visitors on the run including one
from Madrid and one visitor
had a rather energetic pooch
called Bunty with him. The dog
knew exactly who was in
control of her lead (yes her) and
at one point had wound the
poor owner round a tree. His
real name is apparently Steve
Wright and it was just about the
afternoon as well.
And so to a hill which was
rather intimidating and all the
worse when no nookie called on
from the top followed by some
floundering Harriet's slithering
around the slope. All quite

unnecessary as there was a far
easier route found by Atalanta.
We were back within 75 mins
and with the run being over 5
miles it was a quick one. The
circle was handled our our
resident big cheese (Stilton)
who did a fine job in avoiding
telling terrible jokes and just
giving down downs to Atalanta
( no idea why) Strumpet (shoes)
Bunty the dog (on the pull)
Icepick (visitor) and FRB who
took No Nookies down down
for calling up that hill. Rhum
also got called in for looking
like a bus inspector. Missing
from the sinners list was Fish
and chips who was apparently
observed (literally ) having an
al fresco pee along with Lo
Profile although he was more
discreet.

It was rather appropriate that on
the day of the penultimate
Surrey hash if the year, in the
last week of the wettest year on
record, that we should be
treated to another soggy trudge
through the Cobham mud and
puddles. It was simply
latitudinous in its clinging
consistency and how many
hashers would have decided to
blood a new pair if trainers on
such a day ? Well Strumpet did
for one, gleaming fresh new
trainers sparkling on her size 4's
at we circled at the start. A
quick glimpse at the end so the
run revealed rather less in the
way of sparkle and no doubt
they will never sparkle again.
But even these white lace ups

Date 23-12 -12

Hare Clutching hand

Venue Cobham

ON ON 1 Amblecote



FROM: Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey KT23 4LF
 onsec@surreyh3.org

www.surreyh3.org
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Directions

Run 1968

Date 30-Dec-12

Hare Clutching &  Speed Humper

Venue Chobham

On-Inn The Four Horse Shoes

Post Code GU24 8QP

OS SU969629

Scribe Spingo

*##��)����	��	��	�����������	

1970 06-Jan Bluesuit & SBJ First run of 2013

1971 13-Jan Spingo Outwood (ish)

1972 20-Jan Xmas Ball Newbury

1973 27-Jan Flasher

1974 03- Feb

1975 10-Feb

1976 17-Feb

From M25 J11, take exit sp A320 Woking. At end of
dual carriageway at RAB take 1st exit sp Woking. At
Ottershaw RAB take 3rd exit A319 Chobham rd. At
end turn right into B283. Windsor rd. At end turn
right and pub is on left on green about 500 metres.
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